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Abstract. The influence of two different temperatures on the development of Trichuris suis eggs was investigated 

under laboratory conditions. Females of T. suis were obtained by necropsy performed on wild boars. The eggs 

were incubated in 0.5% formalin, at two different temperatures, respectively 28°C and 33°C until 

embryonation.A The necessary time for embryonation of T. suis eggs at the two temperatures differed 

significantly (p<0.01). At 28°C the embryonation was completed at 63 days, with a mean of 54.5 (±6.8) days. The 

embryonation rate at 28°C, was 59%.  The embryonation was seen as completed in the suspension mentained at 

33°C, in 38 days, with a mean of 32.9 (±3.6) days, and an embryonation rate of 63%. 
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Introduction 
 
Trichuris suis is a nematode what can infect 
swines worldwide, adult worms can be 
recovered anywhere from the distal ileum to 
the rectum, but most are located in the cecum 
and proximal colon (Kringel and Roepstorff, 
2006). The eggs are oval (60×25 μm) and 
yellow-brown with bipolar plugs (operculate). 
The life cycle of T. suis is direct and does not 
require any intermediate host. Adult worms 
release ova that are shed into the faeces of 
infected animals, but these eggs are immature 
and are not capable of colonising another host 

until they incubate in the soil to allow 
embryonation. Trichuris eggs develop rather 
slowly (10–12 wk under optimal conditions), 
infective larvae within the egg is highly 
resistant and can remain in this form for 
several years in favorable conditions. Once the 
infective egg is ingested, the bipolar plugs are 
digested and the larvae hatch in the 
duodenum, penetrate the mucosa via the 
crypts of Lieberkühn in the distal ileum, 
cecum, and colon, but do not invade the host 
(Pittman et al., 2010). During the next 5 
weeks, the larvae undergo four molts to the 
adult stage within the mucosal layers. The 
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prepatent period is 6 to 8 weeks and the 
worms can remain viable for 1–2 years in the 
natural host (Summers et al., 2005a). 
 
Infection with T. suis can cause diarrhea, 
anorexia, poor growth, dehydration, 
emaciation, and performance losses owing to 
reduced average daily gains and decreased 
feed efficiency but severity is usually related 
to the infective dose or concurrent bacterial 
enteritis (Stewart and Hoyt, 2006). Severe 
infections of  T. suis may cause acute 
morbidity and mortality in gilts. 
 
Evidence suggests that T. suis eggs may  
survive on a farm for at least 15 years and re-
infect the pigs  (Pittman et al., 2010). 
 
T. suis is primarily a parasite of domestic and 
wild swines, although infections can be 
established in humans (Beer, 1971). This 
feature has led to intense research interest for 
Trichuris species as helminths with favourable 
characteristics for therapeutic use. Safety and 
benefit have been demonstrated in controlled 
clinical trials of T. suis ova (TSO) in 
inflammatory bowel disease, including 
ulcerative colitis and Crohn’s disease, 
although a clinical trial of TSO in allergic 
rhinitis did not demonstrate a change in 
symptom scores (Bager et al., 2011; Benzel  et 
al., 2012; Bourke et al., 2012). Treatment with 
TSO for 24 weeks yielded a response rate of 
nearly 80% and a remission rate of nearly 
73% in active Crohn’s disease (Summers et al., 
2003). 
 
There is an immunological basis to expect that 
exposure to helminths such as T. suis will 
prove beneficial in Crohn’s disease. This 
disease involves over reactive Th1 pathways, 
and helminths blunt Th1 responses. In more 
details, a positive immunomodulatory effect of 
TSO has been demonstrated in patients with 
inflammatory bowel disease  and multiple 
sclerosis, although this positive 
immunomodulatory effect was not 
demonstrated in a safety and efficacy study in 
patients with multiple sclerosis (Fleming et 
al., 2011). 
 
Some studies suggest that helminth infection 
in childhood could protect against 

development of inflammatory bowel disease 
in later years. In animal models of IBD, 
helminthes attenuate intestinal inflammation 
and have shown protective effects and 
changed bacterial flora in the gut 
(Schölmerich, 2013). Helminthes probably 
inhibit intestinal inflammation by 
mechanisms different from current 
medications, and may offer an easy alternative 
to administer or supplement to currently 
available therapeutic agents (Summers et al., 
2005b). 
 
The aim of present study was to find a simple 
and consistent method for embryonating T. 
suis eggs, using formalin 0.5% and two 
different temperatures. 
 
Material and methods 
 
Researches have been performed during 
January-May 2015, in the Department of 
Parasitology and Parasitic Diseases of the 
Faculty of Veterinary Medicine from Cluj-
Napoca, Romania. Pregnant females of T. suis 
were obtained by necropsy performed on wild 
boars. The worms were collected from the 
cecum and proximal colon, then the females 
were selected based on the morphology of the 
posterior end (Taylor et al., 2007). The female 
worms were washed thoroughly and were 
dissected under a stereomicroscope,  the uteri 
were isolated and the anterior portion of the 
uteri where the proportion of embryonated 
eggs is higher was separated. 
 
The eggs were obtained by applying a gentle 
pressure on the uterus wall. The suspension of 
eggs was well mixed in for removing any 
effect of individual worm on egg fertility or 
viability, then passed through the mesh of a 
stainless steel strainer with aperture size 1 
mm, the supernatant was removed and the 
eggs were washed several times in PBS by 
centrifugation for 5 min. The eggs were then 
incubated in 0.5% formalin, at two different 
temperatures, respectively 28°C and 33°C 
until embryonation. 
 
At regular intervals the ova were examined to 
determine their state of development. The 
comparison between the two protocols was 
done by counting the embryonated eggs in 25 
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µL volumes of the egg suspension transferred 
to a slide, and examined under a light 
microscope (×20 objective). Eggs were 
counted and checked to ensure that 
embryonation had begun, by scanning the 
entire slide. 
 
The results were analysed by Unpaired t test 
(ANOVA – GraphPad InStat), comparing the 
data obtained at the two different 
temperatures for statistical significance. P 
values less than 0.05 were considered 
statistically significant. 
 
Results 
 
The results obtained, revealed that T. suis eggs 
mentained in 0.5% formalin at 28°C and 33°C 
had different periods necessary for 
embryonation.  The mean daily necessary for 
embryonation increased significantly with the 
temperature. At 28°C the first completely 
embryonated eggs were seen after 44 days 
and the embryonation was completed at 63 
days, with a mean of 54.5 (±6.8) days. The 
embryonation rate at 28°C, was 59%. The first 
embryonated eggs at the temperature of 33°C 
started to be seen at 27 days and the 
embryonation was seen as completed in the 
suspension mentained at 33°C, at 38 days, 
with a mean of 32.9 (±3.6) days. The 
necessary time for embryonation of T. suis 
eggs at the two temperatures differed 
significantly (p<0.01), and was shorter as the 
temperature increased. 
 
The rate at which the eggs developed and 
completed embryonation  was found to be 
dependent on temperature (p<0.01). The 
higher rate of embryonation (68%) resulted 
in eggs mentained at 33°C, in spite of 59% 
obtained for the eggs mentained at 28°C. The 
time taken between the onset of development 
and the detection of the first embryonated egg 
differed significantly between the two 
temperatures (p<0.05), and was shorter as the 
temperature increased, respectively 44 days 
for 28°C and 27 days for 33°C. 
 
Discussions 
 
Various results were obtained from different 
studies regarding the period required for the 

eggs of T. suis to embryonate. Different 
protocols for embryonation can be used for 
Trichuris eggs, respectively 0.2% potassium 
dichromate solution, 2% sodium dichromate 
solution, 0.1 N sulphuric acid or sodium 
hydroxide, 0.5-1% formalin-saline solution, 
vermiculite (Fairbairn,  1960; Burden and 
Hammet, 1976; Ito, 1991; Kringel and 
Roepstorff, 2006). 
 
Under experimental laboratory conditions, at 
28°C, the TSO kept in 0.2% potassium 
dichromate solution,  required 23–33 days to 
complete development (Burden and Hammet, 
1976). Kringel and Roepstorff (2006) have 
used vermiculite for 4 months and 
temperature of 28°C, to embryonate T. suis 
eggs. At the same temperature of 28°C, using 
0.5% formalin we have found a mean period 
of 54.5 (±6.8) days necessary for 
embryonation. Embryonated TSO are 
produced under controlled conditions by 
incubating egg suspensions at 25°C for 100 
days, and depending on the quality of the egg 
suspension the embryonation percentage may 
be up to 95%, according to Bruun et al. 
(2014). Using H2SO4 solution, at pH1 and 25°C, 
Vejzagić et al. (2015) have found a period of 
100 (±10 days) days necessary for 
embryonation of T. suis eggs isolated from 
faeces of experimentally infected female 
Göttingen minipigs, and obtained rates of 
more than 85% embryonation. 
 
Same authors have used scrapings from the 
superficial mucosal layers of the ileum, cecum, 
and the first third of the colon, transferred to 
RPMI-1640 medium with L-glutamine and 
NaHCO3, incubated in 1:30 and 1:100 dilution 
with TSO at 38±1 or 43±1°C, obtaining  89.6% 
embryonation. In our study we have obtained 
embryonation rates ranging between 59-68%, 
less than in other studies. 
 
These lower rates could be explained by the 
method used to obtain the eggs, respectively 
in our study the eggs were obtained by 
dissection of females, directly from uteri, so 
there is a chance to obtain also a percentage of 
non-mature eggs, what could not embryonate. 
Until recently, T. suis was predominantly 
investigated for medical or veterinary 
diagnostic purposes. Recent studies have 
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demonstrate that TSO of the pig whipworm, 
constitute the active pharmaceutical 
ingredient in a new medicinal product 
intended for the treatment of immune-
mediated diseases such as Crohn's disease, 
ulcerative colitis, and multiple sclerosis 
(Summers et al., 2005a; 2005b; Fleming, 
2013). 
 
The treatment, known as helminthic therapy, 
has been inspired by the hygiene hypothesis, 
which suggests a connection between the 
improved hygiene and the resulting lack of 
childhood exposure to pathogens and 
intestinal parasites and the rising incidence of 
immune-mediated diseases in industrialized 
countries (Strachan, 1989;  Elliott et al., 2000). 
 
Trichuris species are helminths with 
favourable characteristics for therapeutic use, 
their life cycle minimises the risk of 
inadvertent colonization, these helminths may 
offer an easy to administer alternative or 
supplement to currently available therapeutic 
agents. Finding an efficient protocol for 
embryonation is important for the eggs used 
in different experimental clinical trials. 
 
The two different experimental protocols 
were seen to influence the success of egg 
embryonation, at the temperature of 28°C the 
T. suis eggs completed the embryonation in 63 
days, and 38 days were found necessary for 
the eggs to complete the embryonation at 
33°C. 
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